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SOCK COLLECTION
Crafted with around 80% cotton, our socks prioritize comfort without sacrificing style. Perfect for showcasing your brand, adding a personal touch, or creating unique
gifts. Step into comfort and style with socks tailored to your individuality. With our free PMS color matching service, choose from 6 colors to match your design perfectly.
And our high needle count ensures intricate detailing, bringing your custom design to life with precision.



Don’t want your socks to show; but can’t go with-
out any? No shows are the way to go!

NO SHOWS

CS-NS

With 80% cotton and custom grippers; you won’t be
sliding anywhere in these. 

YOGA SOCKS

CS-Y

Perfect for those who hate sock slippage; they are
easy to dress both up and down too!

QUARTER CREW

CS-QC



SHOE COLLECTION
Step up your style game with our customizable shoe collection! Our free Pantone Matching System (PMS) color service ensures your shoes match your vision perfectly.
Customize every detail from toe to heel to suit your taste. Add extra flair with options like glitter, metallic accents, and custom printed laces, available for an additional
charge. Make a statement with personalized footwear that reflects your unique style.



The perfect spring tennis shoe to slip your foot right in. The material is light-
weight, has a non-slip sole, padded heel, and even laces for decoration purposes.

THE CRUISER

CPS-CRU

With a printed canvas upper and rubber out-sole, this trendy shoe is perfect
for a dressing up an outfit or keeping your feet cool in the hot air.

THE YO BRO

CPS-YB

Need a shoe that is close-toed but not a tennis shoe? The dan is right for you! With
a rubber out-sole, it’s great for fast breaking in and unmatched wear resistance. 

THE DAN

CPS-DAN

Whether you need these for traveling between sports games or lounging by
the pool; these slides can do both. It is flexible, elastic and high quality.

THE SLIDE

CPS-SLI



ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
Introducing our eco-chic custom accessories line! Crafted with care, each piece is 100% customizable to reflect your unique style. We prioritize sustainability by
using recycled materials, ensuring every accessory contributes to a greener future. Plus, enjoy our complimentary PMS color service for perfect coordination.
From cozy blankets to versatile bags and stylish hats, our collection caters to all tastes. Embrace individuality and sustainability with every accessory choice you make.



Lightweight and packable, the beach tote is perfect for pool, beach, and travel.  And it’s sustainable!

beach tote

CP-BT

Our fully customizable Bucket Hat is both, versatile in style and offers
protection from the sun! Plus, it can be reversible!

BUCKET HAT

BH-1

Lightweight and packable, the Drawstring Backpack is perfect for on the go wear. It
features an open top, shoulder straps & is made with recycled polyester.

DRAWSTRING BAG

CP-DS



Contact us today!
custom@sock101.com

(816) 376 - 2566

www.sock101.com


